
What Can She Do? 
Leah Draft
Leah helps draft high-quality, customized documents. 
From regulatory update notes to drafting new 
contracts and memos, Leah saves you time and 
effort—giving you bandwidth to focus on refining  
and tailoring, while ensuring compliance.  

Leah Extract 
Leah easily extracts data from your legal documents 
with precision, using advanced techniques. With 
Leah, you can quickly extract critical data like 
clauses, dates, and parties involved. Easily filter,  
sort, and download the extracted data for analysis.

Leah Discovery 
Perform comprehensive discovery across multiple 
documents without any limitations on the size or 
number of documents. Get a detailed and complete 
analysis, with cross-file sourcing, to ensure you have 
all the necessary insights and data to make  
informed decisions. 

Leah Guidance
Provide accurate answers and empower 
decision-making through reliable knowledge and 
recommendations. Trust Leah to guide you on the 
best course of action, even in challenging situations. 

Leah Redline
Leah can assist you in creating comprehensive risk 
and remediation reports, drafting contracts with clear 
and concise redlines, and streamline first drafts. Leah 
supports contract reviews by identifying unfavorable 
terms, leading to improvement in compliance.

Leah Playbooks 
Leah Playbooks automates the creation of custom 
playbooks from your documents, eliminating 
manual work. With streamlined processes, ensure 
your playbooks are consistently updated. Use Leah 
Guidance to leverage these playbooks for informed 
decision-making, empowering your team with 
accurate insights. Elevate playbook management 
and drive efficiency with Leah.

Leah Impact
Gain comprehensive insights into your Leah Copilot 
projects. Track user activity, usage data, and real-
time ROI and productivity. See how Generative AI is 
being utilized, identify users, and witness improved 
productivity with complete transparency. 

Leah Claim 
Leah Claim is a GenAI-powered module streamlining 
the management of large claim volumes. It centralizes 
a knowledge base for optimal outcomes, especially 
beneficial in sectors like insurance, medical, travel, 
and finance. Leah facilitates go/no-go decisions 
on claims, aligning responses with organizational 
precedents for effective defense or action.

Leah Legal Copilot 
MORE IMPACT. LESS COMPROMISE. 

Leah Deal
Leah Deal streamlines M&A workflows, expediting 
deal planning and financial analysis while providing 
actionable recommendations. Designed to proactively 
identify risks and save resources, it empowers legal 
teams with advanced advisory capabilities for  
efficient management of complex transactions. 
Ultimately, Leah reduces M&A risk, supports decision-
making, and contributes to strategic success.

Transform legal work with Leah, the AI built by lawyers to help lawyers. Leah automates 
routine legal tasks with Generative AI and Large Language Models, freeing you to focus  
on high-impact work. 



How She’s Different 
Leah delivers powerful GenAI through an easy-to-use interface designed specifically for legal workflows, terminology,  
and deliverables. This makes AI seamlessly usable for legal professionals.  

• Concurrent Analysis brings speed, scalability, comprehensiveness and context to document review and discovery.  

• Cross-File Referencing promotes transparency, accuracy, accountability, and contextual understanding when 
extracting insights across multiple documents.  

• Custom Queries enable precisely tailored searches that provide users with more control, efficiency, and depth  
in extracting highly relevant insights from legal documents.

• Expanded Capacity allows maintaining speed, detail, and comprehensive insight, even for large-scale legal 
discovery and analysis. This enables uncovering subtle connections in big data and provides limitless detailed 
responses. 

• Unlimited Responses allows AI systems to deliver truly comprehensive, detailed, and transparent analysis  
on even the most complex legal issues without artificial constraints. This ensures access to complete insights. 

Transform legal work.  
Achieve more impact with less compromise. Try Leah today.

Developed by Lawyers, Optimized by AI Experts
• Legal experts provide domain knowledge for training data and algorithms 

• Ongoing performance refinement by data scientists 

• Training emphasizes ethics, confidentiality, and compliance

90% precision in 
extracting insights 

Can reduce legal 
spend by up to 40% 

90% faster document 
review and analysis

Uncovers 
connections across 

legal documents

90% 90% 40%

(Data based on ContractPodAI and PwC Case Study 
with a Financial Services Firm)
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